About the Asyra Remedies
Imprinting or Digital Homeopathy is a difficult concept to understand. It is even more difficult to
write about – but as this the future of Medicine, here goes:
The website (digibio.com) of the late Jacques Benveniste, M.D., provides irrefutable scientific proof
that vibrational exchange is the language of biochemistry – this is the concept that underlies the
paradigm of Homeopathy. As doctors we are taught that molecules we administer to you (drugs,
vitamins, hormones, co-factor, etc.) “work” by binging to specific receptors on the cell membrane,
triggering a change within the cell – a “drug” or biological effect. This is the structural matching the
paradigm.
When you think about it, it makes sense for our cell membranes to have specific receptors for
hormones, vitamins and other “normal human” substances, but does it make sense for our cells to
have receptors for drugs? Why should Nature or Evolution provide us with receptors for molecules
that haven’t been invented yet?
In the vibrational paradigm, the paradigm of Imprinting or Homeopathy, the molecules that we give
you as well as the molecules produced in your body (the molecules that govern your physiology)
work not by binding to a specific anatomic receptor on the wall of a cell, but by emitting an
electromagnetic signal or signature, vibrating at a specific frequency, termed “resonance
frequency,” that can be sensed and responded to by the cells of your body. Drugs work not by
binding to the cell, but by getting close enough to the cell so that their resonance frequencies can
be picked up and responded to.
If this concept were true, then it follows that giving you a “therapeutic molecule” would not be
necessary, we could instead give you the resonance frequency of the molecule. In Homeopathy we
do not bother to give you the structural molecule that emits the frequency of interest; we simply
give you its resonant frequency, but in concentrated, or “potentiated” form.
The physics by which serial dilution concentrates frequencies is difficult to understand. Suffice it to
say that removing from solution a molecule that once emitted a frequency creates an entity called a
hyperproton, basically concentrated energy. Dr. Benveniste demonstrated that the frequency given
off from a given therapeutic agent could be recorded, digitized, emitted or imprinted into a liquid
medium and then given to a biological system to generate a biological effect – the same effect that
would occur if the original molecule was administered in intact form. This is Digital Homeopathy or
Imprinting.
The Asyra contains tens of thousands of specific frequencies in the hard drive of the computer.
These frequencies can be transmitted into you via the Asyra for the purpose of evaluation. The
specific frequencies that your body finds of value can then be imprinted into a carrier solution.
When you place drops of the imprinted solution under your tongue, the specific frequencies enter
your body, distribute through your energetic nervous system, and stimulate your cells to respond.

In essence it is a software program for the innate intelligence or energetic being that stimulates it to
direct the physical tissues to adhere to an optimum pattern.
Homeopathy is based on “like cures like” or, something in chemical form will cause “x,y,z”
symptoms while the energetic pattern will stimulate the body to correct or cure those same “x,y,z”
symptoms. A common example is mercury; in the chemical form it has an affinity to lodge in the
central and peripheral nerve tissues causing numerous symptoms, in the energetic form it
stimulates the body to remove the mercury thus eliminating those same symptoms. Another
example is China Officinalis (Peruvian Bark) if ingested in the chemical form it creates all the
symptoms of Malaria, in the energetic form it stimulates the body to counteract or correct those
same symptoms and adhere to an optimized blue-print or pattern.
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